
Artist Statements 

First thought:


I never really thought I’d be anything but some kind of artist. My Dad was an electrician 
who wanted to be a veterinarian who like to draw. He got us started young. My 
brothers, each older than I, are artists as well. Early on I was praised for rendering 
things well. I came to find out that loads of people draw well, way better than I can. 
That lead me to art school, a BFA, an MFA, and a little later on, self-expression, which 
is slowly leaving rendering behind for abstraction.


Second thought:


For several years, my artwork lived under the title, “Sidewalk to Superior”. The title was 
about stepping out of my house and foraying North to nature. These works were 
mostly a direct response to views from my suburban front step to the northern scapes 
of Jay Cooke State Park, up the North Shore to the border. Every picture began or 
ended with black, beautiful, unforgiving ink. Every image an exercise in embracing the 
mistake. Each mark was a character with a soul. The aim was and is describe with 
each mark, not to simply render a likeness. If that seems like a distinction without a 
difference I encourage you to get close to the images. Put your nose right up to one of 
them and  consider the marks. A group of inky strokes may bring to mind charming 
vignettes of humanity, or brief plotless tales of natureʼs wonder, adding character to the 
greater scene. Thatʼs the hope anyway.


Third thought:


Though I am not what anyone would call a polemical artist, one who goes out of his 
way to insight debate over the current world issues, That does not mean I don’t lean in 
on such topics as the impact of humans on ecosystems across the planet. I hope that 
as you view my pictures you will recognize signs of misunderstandings between nature 
and me. I see the world through suburban eyes. I fill in the gaps in my understanding of 
nature with icons and facsimiles, characters based very loosely on real things. As far as 
I may ever lean into subjects of biodiversity, habitat, and natural resources I’m sure this 
will always be the case. 




I do believe that nature will win. It may not be the nature that serves humans best. It 
may be gravely unfriendly to the creatures and habitats we love most. If I were the 
polemical type, I would argue that humans’ best intentions for ‘our’ planet are colored 
opaquely by our drive to survive. The best I can do is put as little pressure as possible 
on life around me, to pick up a brush and meditate on its wonder.


Fourth thought:


Today’s artwork is more abstract. I have been out in the landscape less, and in the 
printshop more. The pictures continue to be mostly about nature, but the spaces 
between what I know and what I imagine are getting bigger. Again, rather than 
rendering the machinations that lay between the ‘facts’, I give you a shorthand of the 
stuff, tv of the mind, late boomer hash. From these evocative marks and shapes stories 
evolve, leading me to study curiosities of natural science, politics, art history and so on. 

Heroes are beginning to emerge. You can read them in the titles, “St. George and the 
Hydrangea” and “Woodsm’n”. I’ve waiting for St. George to appear, without actually 
rendering his art historical account.





